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Abstract

Contrastive Language-Image Pre-training (CLIP), a
straightforward yet effective pre-training paradigm, suc-
cessfully introduces semantic-rich text supervision to vision
models and has demonstrated promising results in various
tasks due to its generalizability and interpretability. It has
recently gained increasing interest in the medical imag-
ing domain, either as a powerful pre-training paradigm
for medical vision language alignment or a pre-trained key
component for various clinical tasks. With the aim of fa-
cilitating a deeper understanding of this promising direc-
tion, this survey offers an in-depth exploration of the CLIP
paradigm within the domain of medical imaging, regarding
both refined CLIP pre-training and CLIP-driven applica-
tions. Our survey (1) starts with a brief introduction to the
fundamentals of CLIP methodology. (2) Then, we inves-
tigate the adaptation of CLIP pre-training in the medical
domain, focusing on how to optimize CLIP given character-
istics of medical images and reports. (3) Furthermore, we
explore the practical utilization of CLIP pre-trained models
in various tasks, including classification, dense prediction,
and cross-modal tasks. (4) Finally, we discuss existing lim-
itations of CLIP in the context of medical imaging and pro-
pose forward-looking directions to address the demands of
medical imaging domain. We expect that this comprehen-
sive survey will provide researchers in the field of medical
image analysis with a holistic understanding of the CLIP
paradigm and its potential implications. The project page
is available at Github, which will be regularly updated.

1. Introduction
Despite the substantial progress in vision intelligence

over the last decade [35, 46, 103, 104, 152], vision-only

*These authors contributed equally to this paper.
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models were often trained on pre-defined annotation cat-
egories. which would significantly limit the scope of en-
coded knowledge. Although some self-supervised meth-
ods [71, 178, 187] have been proposed to eliminate such
limitations, they were still scoped to visual features ap-
pearing in the training set. In contrast, the form of text
supervision is naturally rich in semantics, and the corre-
sponding language models, especially today’s large lan-
guage models [156, 179, 190], typically contain a huge
amount of knowledge. Hence, it is intuitive to introduce
text supervision in vision tasks. Although some early stud-
ies [27, 39, 41, 59, 78] have investigated proper ways to in-
troduce text supervision, most of them either focused on
specific tasks (e.g., classification, visual question answer-
ing) or had limited performance. Drew inspiration from
contrastive pre-training [21,23,25,42], Radford et al. [136]
proposed Contrastive Language Image Pre-training (CLIP),
a simple pre-training paradigm leveraging knowledge-rich
text supervision through image-text alignment. While most
contrastive pre-training methods generally only focused on
vision information and optimized the distance between dif-
ferent views of the same image, CLIP considered text in-
formation as a linguistic view of the image and pulled
image and text representations closer in the latent space.
In this manner, image-text information was well aligned
within CLIP’s vision encoder and text encoder, enhancing
both multimodal and unimodal visual tasks. As a result,
CLIP has learned extensive knowledge from text supervi-
sion and proven useful in a wide variety of downstream ar-
eas, including image generation [137, 142, 162, 185], seg-
mentation [79, 106, 139], detection [9, 87], and classifica-
tion [169, 211, 212].

Recently, CLIP has also gained increasing attention in
the field of medical imaging due to its ability to encode
extensive knowledge in vision models. The interpretation
of medical imaging typically demands specialized clini-
cal knowledge, which is not an easily achievable goal for
vision-only models. Previous studies attempted to address
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https://github.com/zhaozh10/Awesome-CLIP-in-Medical-Imaging
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Figure 1. Taxonomy of studies focusing on CLIP in medical imaging domain.

Figure 2. The number of medical imaging papers focusing on
CLIP in recent years. We categorized these papers chronologically
(Q indicates quarters), revealing an exponential growing trend .

the issue via fine-grained annotations such as bounding
boxes [107, 114, 121, 151] and segmentation masks [109,
214]. However, collecting fine-grained annotations is time-
consuming and thus hard to scale. On the contrary, encod-
ing clinical knowledge into deep learning models via CLIP
seems to be a viable solution. In the medical domain, ex-
isting studies on CLIP can be categorized into two lines,
(1) refined CLIP pre-training and (2) CLIP-driven appli-
cation. Studies focusing on pre-training seek to adapt the
pre-training paradigm of CLIP from web-crawled image-
caption pairs to medical images and corresponding clini-
cal reports, satisfying specific requirements of the medical
imaging domain, while the other line of research directly
adopts a pre-trained CLIP model as a key component of the
proposed method to implement various clinical tasks (e.g.,
thoracic disease diagnosis, multi-organ segmentation).

Motivation and contribution. Since the medical imag-
ing community has witnessed an exponential growth of
CLIP-centered studies (See Figure 2), the literature is ex-
periencing a large influx of contributions. Thus, a survey of
the existing literature is beneficial for the community. The

major features of this survey include

• To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first
comprehensive review of the state of CLIP in medical
imaging, aiming to provide timely insights for poten-
tial studies in this rapidly evolving area.

• We provide thorough coverage of existing studies and
a multi-level taxonomy to serve different needs of po-
tential research, as depicted in Figure 1. For refined
pre-training, we highlight key challenges most exist-
ing studies tackle, while the CLIP-driven application is
further taxonomized given the nature of their involved
tasks.

• Furthermore, we discuss the issues and unresolved as-
pects linked to existing studies. We pinpoint new
trends, raise important questions, and propose future
directions for further exploration

Paper organization. The rest of the paper is orga-
nized as follows. Section 2 provides preliminary knowl-
edge of CLIP and some of its variants. In section 3, we
present a systematic analysis of how to adapt CLIP pre-
training to the medical imaging domain, from the perspec-
tive of key challenges and corresponding solutions. Sec-
tion 4 covers various applications of pre-trained CLIP in
several clinical-related tasks and provides a comparison be-
tween CLIP-driven methods and previous prior knowledge-
driven or pure data-driven methods. Section 5 discusses ex-
isting problems and potential research directions to provide
insights for interested researchers. We finally conclude the
paper in section 6.

2. Background
CLIP-related research has advanced rapidly in recent

years, both in vision and medical imaging communities.
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Figure 3. Illustration of Contrastive Language-Image Pre-training
on the PMC-OA dataset.
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Figure 4. Illustration of CLIP’s generalizability via domain identi-
fication.

In this section, we provide a brief overview of CLIP and
its variants. Additionally, we summarize publicly available
datasets with medical image-text pairs, catering to people in
need.

2.1. Contrastive Language-Image Pre-training

CLIP (Contrastive Language-Image Pre-training) is a
pre-training method developed by OpenAI [136]. Built
upon the methodology of contrastive pre-training [101], it
jointly optimized a vision encoder and a text encoder, forc-
ing the paired image-text information to be as close as pos-
sible in the encoded joint image-text latent space. Trained
on a vast collection of image-text pairs, CLIP learned visual
representation through natural language supervision. Since
CLIP did not explicitly introduce handcrafted supervision
or abundant prior design, it has achieved impressive gen-
eralization performance on natural images, which is in line
with the principle of Occam’s razor [14].

Architecture. In terms of its architecture, CLIP seam-
lessly integrates a vision model with a language model. The
visual component can be based on either the ResNet [46]
or the Vision Transformer [35] (ViT), while the lan-
guage encoder is rooted in a transformer-based model like
BERT [64]. As illustrated in Figure 3, it receives a batch
of images and their corresponding text descriptions as input
in each iteration. Following the encoding process, the em-

beddings are normalized and mapped to a joint image-text
embedding space. That is to say, the input images and texts
are encoded into I ∈ RN×D and T ∈ RN×D, where N
denotes batch size and D represents embedding dimension.

Contrastive pre-training. Diverging from conventional
models that are sculpted for a singular, pre-defined task,
CLIP’s learning trajectory revolves around contrastive pre-
training between paired image-text information. In specific,
N2 image-text pairs can be constructed given a batch size
of N , among which there are N matched image-text pairs
(positive pairs) highlighted in blue and N2 −N unmatched
image-text pairs (negative pairs). The pre-training objective
for the image encoder is hence denoted as

Limg = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

log
exp(Φ(Ii, Ti)/τ)∑N
j=1 exp(Φ(Ii, Tj)/τ)

, (1)

where Φ(·, ·) indicates cosine similarity, τ is a learnable
temperature parameter, Ii and Ti represents the ith image
embedding and text embedding, respectively. The objective
for the text encoder is defined symmetrically:

Ltxt = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

log
exp(Φ(Ti, Ii)/τ)∑N
j=1 exp(Φ(Ti, Ij)/τ)

. (2)

The total optimization objective of CLIP is hence calculated
via the average of equation 1 and equation 2:

Ltotal =
Limg + Ltxt

2
. (3)

Zero-shot capability. Since CLIP is pre-trained to pre-
dict whether an image matches a textual description, it nat-
urally lends itself to zero-shot recognition although not ini-
tially intended for it. This process is accomplished by com-
paring image embeddings with class embeddings encoded
by the text encoder, which receives textual descriptions
specifying classes of interest. Let I1 represent the image
features extracted by the image encoder for a given image
x, and let {Wi}Ki=1 be the set of class embeddings gener-
ated by the text encoder. Here, K denotes the number of
classes, and each Wi is derived from a prompt resembling
”a photo of a [CLASS]”, where the class token is substituted
with the specific class name. The probability of prediction
is then calculated as follows:

p(y = i|I1) =
exp(Φ(Wi, I1)/τ)∑K
j=1 exp(Φ(Wj , I1)/τ)

, (4)

where τ is a temperature parameter learned during pre-
training, and Φ(·, ·) represents the cosine similarity. In
contrast with traditional classifier learning methods where
closed-set visual concepts are learned from random vectors,
CLIP pre-training allows for the exploration of open-set vi-
sual concepts through a high-capacity text encoder. This



Table 1. Summary of publicly available medical image-text datasets.
Dataset Domain Image Text Source Language Pre-trained CLIP

ROCO [130] Multiple 87K 87K Research papers English PubMedCLIP
MedICaT [148] Multiple 217K 217K Research papers English /
PMC-OA [88] Multiple 1.6M 1.6M Research papers English PMC-CLIP
ChiMed-VL [97] Multiple 580K 580K Research papers English & Chinese /
FFA-IR [81] Fundus 1M 10K Medical reports English &Chinese /
PadChest [18] Chest X-ray 160K 109K Medical reports Spanish /
MIMIC-CXR [58] Chest X-ray 377K 227K Medical reports English BioViL& BioViL-T
OpenPath [49] Histology 208K 208K Socal media English PLIP
Quilt-1M [52] Histology 1M 1M Research papers & Social media English QuiltNet

leads to a broader semantic space and, consequently, makes
the learned representations more transferable to down-
stream tasks.

Generalizability of CLIP. The generalizability of the
CLIP pre-trained model becomes evident when applied to
specialized areas such as medical imaging. Though origi-
nally trained on a wide array of internet images and their
textual descriptions, CLIP has demonstrated the capability
to recognize and categorize medical images. Figure 4 il-
lustrates the generalizability of CLIP via domain identifica-
tion, where the class token in the text prompt is substituted
with the specific class name, such as ”Chest X-ray”, ”Mam-
mography”, ”Knee X-ray”, or ”Dental X-ray”. Its zero-shot
inference capability allows it to identify the domain of a
given medical image without explicit prior training on such
datasets. While further studies and validations are neces-
sary, the preliminary findings suggest that the zero-shot ca-
pability of CLIP could reduce the dependency on extensive
labeled medical datasets and pave the way for more efficient
AI-driven diagnostic tools in the future.

2.2. Variants of CLIP

After providing a concise overview of CLIP, we here in-
troduce several variants of CLIP with practical applications
in the area of medical imaging, which takes a step further by
not only recognizing items in images but also understand-
ing their specific details and descriptions. Following the
philosophy of CLIP, GLIP [80] reformulated detection as
a grounding task via aligning each region or bounding box
with corresponding text phrases. It simultaneously trained
both an image encoder and a language encoder to accu-
rately predict the associations between regions and words.
A fusion module was further proposed to enhance the align-
ment between image and text information, improving the
model’s ability to learn a language-aware visual representa-
tion. Pre-trained specifically at the object level, GLIP has
demonstrated remarkable performance, even comparable to
fully supervised methods in zero-shot object detection and
phrase grounding tasks. Meanwhile, CLIPSeg [105] and
CRIS [171] extended CLIP to the area of segmentation.
CLIPSeg fixed the pre-trained CLIP image encoder and text
encoder while introducing a trainable decoder for the seg-

mentation task. The encoded text prompt and image were
fused and then input into the trainable decoder, generating
the predicted segmentation mask. Conceptually aligned, a
similar paradigm was proposed in CRIS. These representa-
tive variants have been favored by generalizability, further
showcasing the adaptability of CLIP.

The potential of these variants lies in their attention to
detail. They could combine visual and textual information
to provide a more nuanced understanding of medical im-
ages. For medical imaging, where accurate identification
of features such as tumors or bone fractures is crucial, they
could offer significant benefits, potentially be able to locate
clinical findings given the provided prompt, like ”malignant
mass” or ”calcification.”

2.3. Medical image-text dataset

The achievement of image-text alignment relies on large-
scale datasets. Therefore, we summarize publicly available
medical datasets here, each of which has a relatively large
scale in the medical imaging domain.

As shown in Table 1, current medical image-text datasets
tend to focus on different image domains and originate from
various data sources. ROCO [130], MedICaT [148], PMC-
OA [88], and ChiMed-VL [97] are four large-scale datasets
sourced from research papers. They collected and filtered
biomedical figure-caption pairs from open-access research
papers via PubMed Central1. Since research papers could
cover a wide range of topics, the resulting datasets are com-
posed of multiple kinds of medical images. Although fo-
cusing on different organs, FFA-IR [81], PadChest [18],
and MIMIC-CXR [58] were collected from daily medical
reports. In clinical practice, a diagnostic report is often
derived from multiple images. Therefore, there exists a
discrepancy in the quantities of images and text for these
three datasets. OpenPath [49] crawled histopathology im-
ages and paired captions from Twitter. The proposed foun-
dation model PLIP, which was pre-trained on OpenPath,
has shown impressive performance, illuminating the sig-
nificance of social media-derived data. Following Open-
Path, Quilt-1M [52] extracted image-text pairs from both re-

1https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/tools/ftp/

https://huggingface.co/flaviagiammarino/pubmed-clip-vit-base-patch32
https://huggingface.co/ryanyip7777/pmc_vit_l_14
https://huggingface.co/microsoft/BiomedVLP-CXR-BERT-specialized
https://huggingface.co/microsoft/BiomedVLP-BioViL-T
https://huggingface.co/vinid/plip
https://huggingface.co/wisdomik/QuiltNet-B-32
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/tools/ftp/


(1) A mass is present in the
superior segment of the left
lower lobe and therefore
malignancy must be considered.
(2) Elsewhere, the left lung
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mid zone. (5) The right lung
appears clear.
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Figure 5. Demonstration of fine-grained features of medical
image-text pairs. The medical report is composed of several sen-
tences, with each sentence focusing on region-level features in-
stead of global-level features. Sentences are generally indepen-
dent of each other, and they generally hold different levels of sig-
nificance.
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Figure 6. An illustration of hierarchical dependencies among clin-
ical findings in chest X-rays (sourced from [50]). Solid boxes in-
dicate clinical findings while dotted boxes represent organs or tis-
sues.

search papers and social media platforms like YouTube. As
of December 2023, Quilt-1M stands as the largest image-
text dataset for Histology images. Note that not all of these
datasets are in English, PadChest is provided in Spanish,
while FFA-IR and ChiMed-VL have a Chinese version. For
each of these open-source datasets, we also signify whether
there is a publicly available pre-trained CLIP based on it.
We sincerely hope that our efforts could spare those new to
this field from unnecessary hassles.

3. CLIP in medical image-text pre-training
Existing CLIP pre-trained models were typically trained

on general knowledge [31, 136, 149], without specificity on
medical imaging knowledge. Hence, several efforts have
been made to overcome the challenges posed by the med-
ical imaging domain and adapt the paradigm of CLIP to a
specific domain (e.g. Chest X-ray, Brain MRI, etc.), expect-
ing an expert foundation model [193] with robust expertise
in its area. Note that studies like BiomedCLIP [194] and
PMC-CLIP [88] are not covered in this section, as they were

pre-trained on datasets containing many different types of
images (see Table 1) and did not make a contribution to im-
prove the framework of CLIP pre-training. In this section,
we talk about specific challenges of medical image-text pre-
training, and provide a taxonomy of existing studies given
their solutions.

3.1. Challenges of CLIP pre-training

CLIP was initially proposed on natural image datasets,
which may lead to suboptimal performance on medical
imaging due to three key challenges.

• Fine-grained features. One main difference between
the natural image domain and the medical imaging do-
main is that details are of significance for the diag-
nosis of potential disease. For medical imaging like
chest X-ray, lesion regions usually occupy only small
proportions, making it difficult to effectively represent
these subtle yet crucial visual cues using global rep-
resentations alone. Furthermore, medical reports tend
to be more complex than captions for natural images.
Natural image captions are typically concise and pro-
vide an overview of the global features of the image.
In contrast, as depicted in Figure 5, medical reports
consist of multiple sentences, with each sentence de-
scribing the image findings in a specific region. For
instance, the first sentence (highlighted in green) in
Figure 5 describes the presence of a mass, which is
essential for accurate diagnosis. Overall, both local
image features (region-level or pixel-level) and local
text features (sentence-level or word-level) should be
taken into consideration during pre-training, posing
challenges to the baseline CLIP pre-training, where
image and text information are aligned solely at the
global level.

• Data scarcity. Unlike natural image-text datasets,
which can easily reach billion-scale [143, 188, 215],
medical datasets with paired images and reports [52,
58] hold a relatively limited scale. As the scale of
datasets can have a significant impact on CLIP-style
pre-training according to scaling laws [31], limited
medical data can hinder its performance in medical
imaging domain.

• High demands for specialized knowledge. The hi-
erarchical dependencies among various clinical con-
cepts can be intricate and highly specialized. As de-
picted in Figure 6, the graph is constructed based on
the expert viewpoint of chest X-rays, considering cor-
relations, characteristics, and occurrence locations of
clinical findings [50]. Lack of in-depth understand-
ing of medical concepts may lead to degraded perfor-
mance when facing data from shifted distributions, or



Figure 7. Overview of GLoRIA [48], which proposed to perform image-text feature alignment in a global-local manner rather than global-
level alignment alone. The global alignment generally follows the CLIP paradigm, while the local contrastive objective is optimized
between the attention-weighted image representations and corresponding word representations.

Figure 8. Visualization of local text-to-image alignment in GLo-
RIA [48].

even shortcut solutions [40]. Hence, in order to im-
prove the reliability and robustness, explicitly incorpo-
rate knowledge during the process of pre-training may
provide a viable solution.

These challenges highlight the impracticality of directly
applying CLIP pre-training on medical image-text datasets,
motivating related work to improve CLIP-style pre-training
in the medical imaging domain.

3.2. Fine-grained image-text contrast

Although some early-stage studies [200, 209] attempted
to extend CLIP pre-training to the medical imaging domain,
they still follow the global-level contrast proposed in [136]
and hence shown sub-optimal performance on downstream
tasks involving dense prediction such as semantic segmen-
tation and object detection. To address the issue, several
studies have tried to perform global-local image-text align-
ment.

Huang et al. [48] made a pioneering contribution in this
domain by introducing the concept of global-local con-

trast, as illustrated in Figure 7. In the context of global
image-text alignment, their approach, named GLoRIA, fol-
lowed a similar paradigm to CLIP. However, it distin-
guished itself by introducing local image-text alignment
through the contrast between attention-weighted image sub-
regions and word representations. In detail, GLoRIA ini-
tiates the process by calculating the similarity matrix be-
tween word-wise text features and sub-region-wise image
features. Subsequently, it leverages the similarity matrix
to derive attention-weighted local image representations for
each word representation, facilitating a fine-grained local
image-text alignment. Figure 8 demonstrates that the local
text-to-image alignment is able to correctly identify signif-
icant image sub-regions for a given word. For instance, the
attention based on the word ”Pneumonia” correctly local-
izes regions of the right lower lobe containing heterogenous
consolidative opacities indicative of pneumonia. Addition-
ally, attention weights associated with ”Pneumothorax” ac-
curately emphasize lucency in the right lung apex, indica-
tive of pneumothorax. Analogous results can be observed
for ”Edema” and ”Opacity,” highlighting the efficiency of
local-level alignment.

The global-local alignment proposed by [48] is intuitive,
but it still has some apparent weaknesses. (1) Each local text
representation is treated equally, while different sentences
within medical reports hold varying levels of importance
for diagnosis as illustrated in Figure 5. (2) The local align-
ment is designed asymmetrically. The alignment from text
to image is obtained via attention-weighted sub-region fea-
tures, namely text-to-image local features, while the align-
ment from image to text is dismissed. (3) While computing
text-to-image local features through weighted summation of
local image features is intuitive, it may struggle to capture
implicit semantic correlations between image features and
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Figure 10. Illustration of false-negative pairs [89]. In CLIP pre-
training, only the image and its corresponding report are regarded
as a positive pair, with all other reports from distinct studies con-
sidered as negatives. This practice can lead to false-negative pairs
(i.e., semantically similar reports from different studies).

text features.
Motivated by the above-mentioned limitations, Müller

et al. [112] proposed a symmetric global-local alignment
framework LoVT, covering both text-to-image local align-
ment and image-to-text local alignment. In LoVT, local text
features and local image features are weighted adaptively
via transformer’s attention map [35] instead of numerical
simialrity. Also, to better capture the implicit semantic fea-
tures, both text-to-image local features and image-to-text
local features are learned by transformer layers instead of
weigthed summation. On the basis of LoVT, Cheng et
al. [30] extended the approach by incorporating a condi-
tional reconstruction task for image and text representa-
tions. This extension facilitates cross-modality feature in-
teraction and learns more fine-grained features. Addition-
ally, they proposed a prototype memory bank for sentence-
level embeddings, expecting to learn high-level text features

in the joint image-text space. In a parallel study [192], a
similar methodology was employed. However, it focused
on reconstructing raw text reports instead of using a proto-
type memory bank.

Besides this line of research, there are many other stud-
ies focusing on fine-grained global-local contrast. Liao et
al. [85] optimized the estimated mutual information be-
tween local image features and sentence-level text repre-
sentations to implement local feature alignment. Seibold et
al. [144] assumed that each sentence could convey distinct
information for diagnosis and proposed to perform image-
sentence alignment. Further, Palepu et al. [125] sought to
penalize the entropy of the text-token to image-patch simi-
larity scores.

3.3. Data efficient pre-training

Large-scale medical imaging datasets with paired reports
are hard to obtain due to ethical concerns, which adversely
influences the effectiveness of CLIP pre-training due to its
data-thirsty nature. To tackle this challenge, various studies
have endeavored to implement contrastive image-text pre-
training in a more efficient manner, broadly falling into two
categories.

Semantic-driven contrast. Several studies managed to
boost the efficiency of contrastive pre-training based on
inter-report semantic similarity. One notable distinction be-
tween medical reports and image captions lies in the fact
that medical reports were written with a clear diagnostic
purpose. Since a small proportion of diseases/findings typ-
ically cover most cases [18], the semantic overlap between
medical reports can be significant, especially for normal
cases as shown in Figure 10. As a result, simply treating
unpaired images and reports as negative pairs can lead to
issues of false-negative and degrade the efficiency of pre-
training. Motivated by this observation, Wang et al. [173]
measured inter-report similarity following the practice of
NegBio [132] and constructed a semantic similarity ma-



trix. This matrix, derived from the medical reports, was
then employed as a soft optimization target for aligning im-
ages and text, enabling the effective utilization of unpaired
false-negative reports. Similarly, Wang et al. [168] directly
adopted the multi-hot label of each sample to construct the
similarity matrix. SDA-CLIP [82] extended this methodol-
ogy to surgical video data. It followed the supervised con-
trastive learning [67] and calculated the Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence between the predicted frame-text similar-
ity distribution and the ground truth annotation distribution.
Further, [89] categorized all image-text pairs into positive,
negative, and neutral pairs based on inter-report similarity.
This improved categorization of sample pairs allowed for a
more precise mining of false-negative pairs. MGCA [165]
focused on semantic information at the disease level, a
level of abstraction higher than that of image-level seman-
tics, and designed a novel cross-modal disease-level align-
ment framework. For multimodality brain MRI and corre-
sponding modality-wise reports, UniBrain [76] first aligned
modality-wise image-text features and then concat these
features together to realize subject-wise image-text align-
ment.

Data augmentation. Simultaneously, many other stud-
ies tried to boost training efficiency by data augmentation
or mining supplementary information. Within a diagnos-
tic report, the Findings section provides a detailed descrip-
tion of clinical observations, while the Impression typically
encapsulates these findings and offers an overall assess-
ment [164]. While previous studies primarily focused on
extracting the Findings section from raw diagnostic reports,
often overlooking the Impression, Boecking et al. [16] in-
corporated the latter section to enrich the information avail-
able for image-text alignment. Since the dependency be-
tween sentences is weak (see Figure 5), they also proposed
a data augmentation technique that involves randomly shuf-
fling sentences within each section. CXR-CLIP [183] ex-
plored and utilized uncertainty annotations [54]. It gener-
ated prompts based on uncertainty annotations to provide
supplementary information for image-text alignment.

3.4. Explicit knowledge enhancement

While studies in section 3.2 and section 3.3 in nature still
focus on internal information of the dataset, some research
has investigated the integration of external medical knowl-
edge to enhance the pre-training process.

Employing the unified medical language system
(UMLS) as the external knowledge base [15] for medical
concepts, existing studies typically incorporate knowledge
enhancement at the study level and domain level. At the
study level, ScispaCy [116], a named entity recognition
tool, is adopted to extract medical entities from each report
and link them to corresponding medical concepts in the
UMLS for entity disambiguation. Then, a study-specific

knowledge graph is built based on relations defined in
UMLS or RadGraph [56], where the former establishes
relations among general medical concepts and the latter
is specialized for the interpretation of chest X-ray. These
study-specific graphs are able to provide structured knowl-
edge to guide the alignment within each image-text pair.
For domain-level enhancement, knowledge is typically
represented as a domain-specific knowledge graph (e.g.,
chest X-ray, brain MRI) or a descriptive knowledge prompt,
covering related organs, tissues, or clinical findings. The
domain-specific graph can either be defined as a trainable
symbolic graph [86], or a set of top-K most commonly ap-
pearing entity triplets in all pre-training corpus [175]. The
descriptive knowledge prompt usually provides detailed
observations or explanations for encompassed entities.

Incorporating external knowledge into the pre-training
phase typically involves the introduction of an auxiliary
knowledge encoder. This encoder serves to transform the
external knowledge into knowledge embeddings, facilitat-
ing seamless interaction, fusion, and alignment with both
image and text embeddings. The selection of a knowledge
encoder may entail opting for a graph neural network or
leveraging a BERT model pre-trained on specialized cor-
pus. Specifically, Chen et al. [29] pre-processed all medi-
cal reports in the training set and constructed study-specific
knowledge graphs for each, utilizing relations defined in
the UMLS [15]. It further adopted TransE [17] algorithm
to train a graph attention network [161] as the knowledge
encoder, which can integrate knowledge information with
image and text embeddings during pre-training. In con-
trast, KoBo [197] and FLAIR [170] prioritize domain-level
enhancement. KoBo, for instance, extracted a sub-graph
from UMLS containing clinical pathology concepts specific
to the radiology domain. It proposed a knowledge seman-
tic enhancement module and a knowledge semantic guid-
ance module to mitigate negative sample noise and adjust
semantic shifting, respectively, through knowledge guid-
ance. Similarly, FLAIR leveraged established domain ex-
pert knowledge descriptions for fundus imaging, associat-
ing each category with detailed textual descriptions contain-
ing pertinent findings and inter-category relationships. Be-
sides, there are also studies adopting both study-level and
domain-level knowledge enhancement. MedKLIP [175]
pre-processed and extracted entity triplets from each raw
text report, constituting the study-level knowledge. Then,
the top-K most frequently occurring entities, K=75 in prac-
tical implementation, were identified to form an entity
query set, functioning as domain-level knowledge. Here,
study-level knowledge was considered as the contrastive
optimization target for the corresponding image, while the
domain-level knowledge was utilized to condition visual
embeddings through its proposed knowledge fusion mod-
ule. This paradigm was also adopted in KAD [197]. MO-



Table 2. Overview of representative studies focusing on improving CLIP pre-training framework. CLS: classification, SEG: segmentation,
DET: detection, ZSC: zero-shot classification, ITR: image-text retrieval, VQA: visual question answering, PG: phrase grounding, RG:
report generation, ITC: image-text classification.

Methods Domain Taxonomy Evaluation tasks Highlights

GLoRIA [48] Chest X-ray Fine-grained CLS, SEG,
ZSC, ITR

Jointly learn global and local image-text representations by contrasting
attention-weighted image regions with words in the paired reports.

LocalMI [85] Chest X-ray Fine-grained CLS Estimate and optimize the mutual information between local image representa-
tion and sentence-level text representation.

LoVT [112] Chest X-ray Fine-grained DET, SEG • Align sentence-level text representation and patch-level image representation
using self-attention.
• Adaptively weigh local representations via transformer’s attention map.

Seibold et al. [144] Chest X-ray Fine-grained CLS Align each image representation with text representation in a sentence-wise
manner.

LRCLR [141] Chest X-ray Fine-grained CLS, ZSC Propose a region selection module for image representations.

PRIOR [30] Chest X-ray Fine-grained CLS, SEG, DET,
ZSC, ITR

To realize more fine-grained alignment, a cross-modality conditional recon-
struction module is proposed for masked image modeling and sentence pro-
totype generation.

TIER [125] Chest X-ray Fine-grained CLS A regularization strategy focusing on local image-text similarity is proposed to
improve localization performance.

Müller et al. [111] Chest X-ray Fine-grained DET, SEG It analyzed from the view of distribution prior and argued that global-level and
local-level alignment act complementarily. A local uniformity loss is hence
proposed to replace local alignment.

LIMITR [32] Chest X-ray Fine-grained PG, ITR, Learning to weigh information from both anterior-posterior and lateral view

MRM [210] Chest X-ray Fine-grained CLS, SEG Maksed image reconstruction and report completion acted as two complemen-
tary objectives during pre-training.

Pan et al. [127] Placenta Fine-grained CLS To address the issue of feature suppression during contrastive alignment, this
study proposed a NegLogCosh similarity to replace cosine similarity.

Pan et al. [126] Placenta Fine-grained CLS A Distributional Feature Recomposition module was proposed to estimate the
significance of each local text feature in a distribution-aware manner.

TCSA [75] Chest X-ray Fine-grained
Data-efficient

CLS, ZSC, ITR Besides global-local image-text contrast, TCSA learns view-specific latent
space for multi-view samples and then projects them to a common latent space,
which enables the effective utilization of multi-view information.

MedCLIP [173] Chest X-ray Data-efficient CLS, ZSC, ITR Employ inter-report similarity matrix as the soft optimization target for the
alignment between image and text, which, to some extent, addresses the is-
sue of false negative pairs.

SAT [89] Chest X-ray Fine-grained
Data-efficient

CLS, SEG,
ZSC, ITR

SAT categorized image-text pairs into positive/neutral/negative pairs given
inter-report similarity and expected to more precisely alleviate false-negative
problems. This technique can serve as a plug-and-play module for fine-grained
contrast methods.

UMCL [168] Chest X-ray Data-efficient CLS, ZSC, ITR Construct positive/negative pairs through the multi-hot annotation to eliminate
false negative pairs.

CXR-CLIP [183] Chest X-ray Data-efficient CLS, ZSC, ITR CXR-CLIP generates prompts based on ground-truth labels to provide supple-
mentary information for alignment.

Jang et al. [57] Chest X-ray Data-efficient ZSC This study introduces a sentence-level text augmentation technique and sug-
gests a novel similarity function designed to compel the model to concentrate
on perfectly negative pairs, images or reports from different subjects with dif-
ferent semantics, instead of false-negative pairs.

casCLIP [4] Chest X-ray Data-efficient CLS, ZSC It generates additional prompts containing high-level information from raw text
reports, expecting the image encoder to capture high-level semantic correspon-
dences via alignment.

IMITATE [91] Chest X-ray Data-efficient CLS, SEG,
DET, ZSC

Multi-scale feature maps are aligned with both Findings and Impression sec-
tions of medical reports.

TOR [86] adopted a symbolic graph regarding key clinical
findings as the domain-level knowledge and also extracted
report-wise knowledge graph for study-level enhancement.
Improved result indicates the rationality of explicit knowl-
edge enhancement in CLIP-style pre-training.

3.5. Summary

We show representative methods included in this sec-
tion in Table 2. Their pre-trained imaging domain, spe-
cific taxonomy, evaluation tasks, and noteworthy points are



Table 2. (continued)
Methods Domain Taxonomy Evaluation tasks Highlights

MGCA [165] Chest X-ray Data-efficient CLS, DET, SEG On the contrary to fine-grained alignment, MGCA seeks to leverage disease-
level semantic correspondence, which is a kind of higher-level information com-
pared to that at the image level.

BioViL [16] Chest X-ray Data-efficient CLS, SEG,
ZSC, PG

• Text augmentation and modeling were improved to boost training efficiency
• Optimized using global alignment alone, BioViL still shows impressive phrase
grounding performance compared with methods adopting global-local contrast

BioViL-T [10] Chest X-ray Data-efficient CLS, PG, RG It leverages the temporal connectivity commonly present in diagnostic reports,
which were usually discarded in previous studies.

SDA-CLIP [82] Surgical video Data-efficient CLS Following the paradigm of supervised contrastive learning, it optimizes the
Kullback-Leibler divergence between the predicted frame-text similarity dis-
tribution and the ground truth label distribution.

UniBrain [76] Brain MRI Knowledge
Data-efficient

CLS, ZSC • Pre-defined knowledge prompts serve as the knowledge query for the final
diagnosis of brain disease in UniBrain
• Since multimodality MRI is available, UniBrain initially aligns the modality-
wise image-text features and then concatenates them together for subject-wise
image-text alignment.

FLAIR [170] Retina Knowledge CLS, ZSC • Knowledge encoder: ClinicalBERT [2]
• Incorporate domain knowledge explicitly through descriptive textual prompts
during both pre-training and zero-shot inference to enhance the otherwise less-
informative categorical supervision.

ARL [29] Chest X-ray Knowledge VQA, ITR, ITC • Knowledge encoder: Graph Attention Network [161].
• Extract the knowledge graph of each medical report and convert it into knowl-
edge embeddings.
• In its alignment module, both image embeddings and text embeddings are
aligned with their corresponding knowledge embedding, together with a cross-
modality conditioned reconstruction proxy task.

MedKLIP [175] Chest X-ray Knowledge CLS, SEG,
ZSC, RG

• Knowledge encoder: ClinicalBERT [2].
• MedKLIP pre-processes raw reports and extracts medical-related triplets as
the study-level alignment targets.
• Top-K most commonly appearing triplets act as general-knowledge-level
alignment targets.

KAD [197] Chest X-ray Knowledge ZSC • Knowledge encoder: PubMedBERT [43].
• Image embeddings are directly aligned with study-wise knowledge embed-
dings. The alignment is further refined via a proxy task of disease classification.
• a set of disease descriptions is pre-defined as knowledge queries, allowing for
the diagnosis of unseen diseases.

KoBo [197] Chest X-ray Knowledge
Data-efficient

CLS, ZSC, SEG • Knowledge encoder: CompGCN with LTE [203]
• Medical knowledge is incorporated to distinguish noisy negative samples and
alleviate their adverse impact on contrastive pre-training.

MOTOR [86] Chest X-ray Knowledge CLS, RG, ITR, VQA • Knowledge encoder: SciBERT [12]
• Image embedding interacts with both general knowledge and specific knowl-
edge. The knowledge-conditioned image embedding and raw text embedding is
aligned in the alignment module.

PathOmics [34] Pathology image Others SP •PathOmics explores intrinsic genotype-phenotype interactions in complex
cancer data across modalities.
•Specifically, omics tabular data and image patches are aligned in a joint latent
space via mean squared error instead of commonly adopted cosine similarity.

CMTA [208] Pathology image Others SP CMTA focuses on the intrinsic cross-modal correlations between genomic pro-
file and pathology image. Cross-modal representations and intra-modal repre-
sentations are aligned using L1 norm.

SCA-Net [28] Surgical video Others RG SCA-Net mutually aligns image and text representations with prototype repre-
sentations of the other modality.

M-FLAG [90] Chest X-ray Others CLS, DET, SEG • M-FLAG keeps the pre-trained text encoder fixed during pre-training to alle-
viate the collapsed solution problem.
•It explicitly optimizes the latent geometry towards orthogonal using the pro-
posed optimization objective.

demonstrated, aiming to offer valuable insights to the re-
search community. Evaluation tasks mean that the quality
of pre-trained vision encoder and text encoder are evalu-

ated by directly observing their performance on some spe-
cialized tasks without much modification, which is different
from the application task mentioned in section 4 as CLIP is



Table 3. Overview of representative classification applications.
Methods Organ Imaging modality Test dataset Pre-trained CLIP

CheXzero [155] Chest X-ray CheXpert [54]
PadChest [18]

Fine-tuned CLIP [136]

Seibold et al [144] Chest X-ray CheXpert [54]
PadChest [18]
ChestX-ray14 [166]

Fine-tuned CLIP [136]

Xplainer [131] Chest X-ray CheXpert [54]
ChestX-ray14 [166]

BioViL [16]

Kumar et al. [72] Chest X-ray MIMIC-CXR [58] Fine-tuned BioViL [16]

Pham et al. [133] Chest X-ray EGD-CXR [60] BiomedCLIP [194]

Mishra et al. [110] Chest X-ray VinDr-CXR [117] Fine-tuned CLIP [136]

ETP [92] Heart ECG PTB-XL [163]
CPSC2018 [93]

An ECG CLIP trained from scratch

CITE [199] Stomach Histology PatchGastric [158] CLIP [136]

CLIP-Lung [77] Lung CT LIDC-IDRI [5] CLIP [136]

Kim et al. [69] Skin Dermatology HAM10000 [157] CLIP [136]

DCPL [20] Brain, Colorectal MRI, Histology BTMRI [118]
CHMNIST [62]

CLIP [136]

CoOPLVT [8] Eye Fundus EyePACS [36]
APTOS [61]
Messidor [33]

CLIP [136]

Byra et al. [19] Chest, Breast X-ray, Ultrasound Pneumonia [65]
UDIAT [182]

CLIP [136]

Liu et al. [96] Multiple Multiple Pneumonia [65]
Shenzhen dataset [55]
Montgomery [55]
IDRID [134]

CLIP [136]

only considered as a part of the entire method framework
there.

While existing methods can typically be categorized ac-
cording to the taxonomy we previously outlined, exceptions
exist, and certain deviations can serve as motivational fac-
tors. Illustrated in Table 2, SAT [89] and TCSA [75] em-
ploy fine-grained alignment and data-efficient pre-training,
whereas UniBrain [76] and KoBo [197] integrate data-
efficient pre-training with explicit knowledge enhancement.
Such studies encourage the community to explore the
proper combination of these three solutions in future work.
Moreover, there are also multiple interesting studies that
may provide insight for potential research. M-FLAG [90]
focused on the issue of collapse solution, namely image and
text features are encoded into the same constant feature em-
bedding to minimize their distance in the latent space. It
kept the pre-trained text encoder frozen during pre-training,
and adopted an orthogonality loss to encourage the orthog-
onality of visual representations. CMTA [208] and Path-
Omics [34] investigate the alignment between omics tabular
data and pathology images, which could potentially inspire

the exploration of aligning other forms of data with images
beyond diagnostic reports.

4. CLIP-driven application

Benefiting from large-scale text supervision, the pre-
trained CLIP model is able to align the input visual fea-
tures with human language/knowledge, even on medical
images (see in Figure 4), indicating its potential in clini-
cal scenarios, where interpretability and human alignment
is significant. Moreover, the human-level knowledge and
visual-linguistic semantic correspondence encoded within
CLIP can serve as external supervision signals for some
annotation-demanding tasks (e.g., tumor segmentation) and
therefore boost the performance of the vision model. These
strengths have made CLIP be applied in various clinical-
related tasks.

4.1. Classification

Since CLIP was pre-trained through global-level image-
text alignment, it is intuitive to apply it to medical image
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Figure 11. Illustration of the prompt engineering for zero-shot disease diagnosis. The diagnosis of Pneumonia is demonstrated here, while
any potential disease can be diagnosed in this way

classification, where the model is usually asked to provide a
global assessment of the image, determining aspects like its
benign or malignant nature or the presence of specific dis-
eases. Existing CLIP-driven classification studies are pre-
sented in Table 3, and they can be generally categorized into
two lines, zero-shot classification and context optimization.
The former investigates how to properly and effectively
mine the diagnostic capability of the pre-trained domain-
specific CLIP via prompt engineering, while the latter ex-
pects to adapt the non-domain-specific CLIP to the medical
domain in a parameter-efficient and data-efficient way.

4.1.1 Zero-shot classification

The performance of zero-shot classification largely de-
pends on the pre-embedded knowledge, which influences
the choice of pre-trained CLIP in existing studies. As
shown illustrated in Table 3, this line of research typically
acquires a domain-specific CLIP by either fine-tuning the
original CLIP on the medical image-text dataset [58] inde-
pendently [72,110,144,155] or by adopting an open-source
specialized CLIP model [16, 133]. In the case of electro-
cardiogram (ECG) [92], where the data exists in the form of
one-dimensional multi-channel signals, researchers decided
to train an ECG-specific CLIP model from scratch.

Besides the choice of pre-trained CLIP, the other key
point of zero-shot classification lies in prompt engineer-
ing. The original CLIP zero-shot prompt described in sec-
tion 2.1, indeed, does not work well on disease diagnosis.
The probability calculation in equation 4 involves softmax
operations, indicating that in the computation, each class
is mutually exclusive from the others. However, this does
not align with the practical scenario of disease diagnosis,
as patients may simultaneously suffer from multiple dis-
eases. To address this issue, CheXzero [155] defined the

TP: Enlarged Cardiomediastinum with a probability of 0.58 TN: Edema with a probability of 0.15

FP: Pneumonia with a Probability 0.51 FN: Support Devices / Foreign Objects with a probability of 0.48

Figure 12. Qualitive results of Xplainer of giving explainable clas-
sification.

positive and negative prompts (such as ‘Pneumonia’ versus
‘no Pneumonia’) for each pathology to implement zero-shot
disease diagnosis independently (see in Figure 11(a)). How-
ever, CheXzero fails to give explainable zero-shot diagno-
sis. To alleviate this issue, many methods tried to align im-
age with texture, shape and other fine-grained information
[19,69,96,131,180]. Among them, Pellegrini et al. [131] in-
troduced Xplainer, a novel framework for explainable zero-
shot diagnosis in the clinical setting. Specifically, instead
of directly predicting a diagnosis, they prompted the model
to classify the existence of descriptive observations, which
a radiologist would look for on an X-ray scan, and use the
descriptor probabilities to estimate the likelihood of a di-
agnosis. They first query the ChatGPT to describe observa-
tions in X-ray images that would occur in a radiology report
indicating specific pathology and further refine those gen-
erated observations with the help of radiologists to make
them more credible. Then they give both positive and neg-
ative prompts of those observations as shown in Figure 11
(b). Given these observation probabilities (from Prob[#1]
to Prob[#N]), a joint probability is estimated as the final



results of the pathology in concern. Figure 12 gives qualita-
tive examples of Xplainer’s explainable diagnosis on giving
true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP),
and false negative (FN) cases. It can be observed that most
of the descriptors are detected for the true positive case,
and the model, correctly, detected the non-existence of all
descriptors to the pathology for true positive and negative
cases. Although the model fails to always make correct
decisions in false positive and negative cases, these two
false classification results are easily changed by the radiolo-
gist. This is because there exist contradictory findings (e.g.,
bronchogram tends to co-occur with consolidation) in false
cases. Thus, knowing which combination of observations
leads to such a decision improves explainability.

4.1.2 Context optimization

While the concept of zero-shot disease diagnosis appears
impressive and promising, its broader application in the
medical imaging community is constrained by the limited
availability of domain-specific CLIP models as most open-
source biomedical CLIP models are predominantly focused
on Chest X-rays. Consequently, certain studies have turned
to non-domain-specific pre-trained CLIP models, aiming
to efficiently adapt these models to the context of medical
imaging domains with optimal use of trainable parameters.

Although some parameter-efficient tuning studies such
as CoOp [212] and CoCoOp [211] have been proposed to
adapt CLIP to out-of-distribution natural image datasets,
none of them considered the medical imaging domain. The
lack of domain awareness also may lead to an inadequate
perception of medical images and results in suboptimal per-
formance.

To tackle this issue, several studies [8, 20, 206] pro-
posed context optimization methods for specialized medi-
cal domain images by providing medical domain-adaptive
prompts. Moreover, to generate more specific optimizable
prompts, Lei et al. [77] proposed the channel-wise condi-
tional prompt (CCP) for lung nodule malignancy prediction
as Figure 13 shows. Different from CoCoOp [211], which
only constructs global and instance level prompts and pro-
vides the common condition for all the prompt tokens, CCP
additionally constructed specific learnable prompts condi-
tioned on feature maps in different channels individually
and triggers more explainable attention maps. Moreover,
they simultaneously aligned image features with class and
attribute features through contrastive learning while gener-
ating more explainable attention maps and thus provide pro-
vide more diagnosis-related prompts.

4.2. Dense prediction

Unlike disease diagnosis, dense prediction focuses on
more granular tasks such as localization, segmentation, and
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Figure 13. Context optimization for lung nodule classification
(from [77]).

others [139, 167, 216]. Methods proposed by this line of
study typically function as an auxiliary tool, providing clin-
icians with valuable information (e.g. potential lesion re-
gion) to support their decision-making. Owing to the robust
feature extraction and image-text/label alignment capabil-
ity, CLIP, together with its variants, has been applied to a
wide variety of dense prediction tasks.

4.2.1 Detection

Detection is an essential task for clinical practice such
as surgical planning, pathological diagnosis, and post-
operative assessment. Previous approaches [11, 51, 174,
186] in medical image detection typically focused on lever-
aging image-based features extracted through various con-
volutional neural networks or with transformer-based archi-
tectures. These methods, while effective to a certain extent,
often struggle with the nuanced and complex nature of med-
ical images, especially in cases where visual cues are subtle
or ambiguous. The pipeline for detection tasks in medical
imaging has been significantly influenced by the advance-
ments and integration of visual-language models, such as
directly using CLIP [113] or its extension GLIP [80]. [44]
proposed a multiple-prompt, ensemble-guided fusion tech-
nique for lesion detection, utilizing GLIP’s proficiency in
interpreting complex medical scenarios through the amal-
gamation of diverse textual descriptions. Moreover, VLPM-
NuD [177] introduced GLIP for zero-shot nuclei detection
in H&E stained images in a training-free manner. It pro-
posed an innovative automated prompt design and adopted
a self-training framework to refine the predicted boxes iter-
atively during post-processing.

While object detection focuses on identifying and lo-
calizing specific and pre-defined items, such as tumors
or fractures, another crucial aspect in medical imaging
is anomaly detection, especially zero-shot anomaly de-
tection (ZSAD), which aims to identify deviations from
the norm without any training samples from the target
dataset. AnomalyCLIP [213] showcased CLIP’s enhanced
capabilities in Zero-Shot anomaly detection across medi-



Table 4. Overview of representative dense prediction applications.
Methods Task Organ Imaging modality Pre-trained CLIP

Guo et al. [44] Detection Skin lesion,
Polyp, Cell

Endoscopy, Cytology GLIP [80]

VLPMNuD [177] Detection Nuclei Cytology images GLIP [80]

AnomalyCLIP [213] Anomaly Detection Skin, Colon,
Thyroid, Chest, etc.

CT, MRI, Ultrasound,
X-ray, Colonoscopy

CLIP [136]

Anand et al. [3] Segmentation Spleen, Liver,
Kidney, Shoulder, etc.

CT, MRI, Ultrasound Fine-tuned CLIP [136]

MedVLSM [135] Segmentation Colon, Skin,
Chest, etc.

X-ray, Ultrasound,
Endoscopy,

Fine-tuned CLIPSeg [105]
Fine-tuned CRIS [171]

SyntheticBoost [1] Segmentation Heart Ultrasound Fine-tuned CLIPSeg [105]
Fine-tuned CRIS [171]

Liu et al. [98] Segmentation Multi-organ CT, MRI CLIP [136]

Zhang et al. [201] Segmentation Multi-organ CT CLIP [136]

TPRO [196] Segmentation Breast, Lung Histology MedCLIP [108]

TCEIP [181] Keypoints Localization Tooth Tooth crown images CLIP [136]

cal domains. AnomalyCLIP employed object-agnostic text
prompts, which captured the essence of normality and ab-
normality across various images, irrespective of their spe-
cific foreground objects. This forced CLIP to focus more
on abnormal regions within an image rather than on the
semantics of the objects, thereby facilitating a more gen-
eralized recognition of anomalies compared with previous
ZSAD methods [24, 150, 211].

4.2.2 2D medical image segmentation

CLIP was pre-trained on the 2D image domain via text su-
pervision. Therefore, it can be seamlessly integrated into
2D medical image segmentation for fine-tuning. Following
this idea, Müller et al. [113] and Anand et al. [3] applied
the CLIP pre-trained image encoder across various medi-
cal imaging modalities, including X-rays, Ultrasound, and
CT/MR(3D data was treated in 2D slice way). Their work
demonstrated that CLIP’s image encoder, originally trained
on natural images, can also deliver impressive performance
in medical image segmentation tasks. Further, more stud-
ies [1, 135] employed both pre-trained CLIP image and
text encoders to construct a vision-language segmentation
model, and finetuned it to serve 2D medical image segmen-
tation tasks.

4.2.3 3D medical image segmentation

A growing number of publicly available annotated
datasets [13, 47, 100, 146] have allowed researchers to train
increasingly sophisticated models to segment anatomical
structures and lesions from medical scans. However, most
of them only have a small number of samples. They typi-
cally only focus on certain organs or anatomical structures

while all task-irrelevant organs and tumors are annotated
as the background. Consequently, it remains a constraint
on how to break the barrier of individual datasets and fully
leverage existing data sources to expand the capabilities of
segmentation models. Previously, DoDNet [191] was the
first universal segmentation model to address this issue by
introducing a dynamic segmentation head [153] tailored to
specific tasks, with the task represented as a one-hot embed-
ding. However, such label orthogonality encoding ignores
the natural semantic relationship between organs. This lim-
itation is exacerbated as the number of distinct segmenta-
tion tasks increases. Struggle to leverage the inherent corre-
lations between related anatomical structures and patholo-
gies, label orthogonality encoding fails to generalize effec-
tively when the diversity of tasks grows more complex. To
tackle the aforementioned challenges and limitations, Liu
et al. [98] proposed a CLIP-Driven Universal Model for
medical image segmentation by introducing the text em-
bedding learned from CLIP to replace the one-hot encod-
ing used in DoDNet [191]. Specifically, they utilized the
trained CLIP text encoder to encode several task prompts
like ’liver’, ’liver tumor’, ’left kidney’,’ right kidney’, ’hep-
atic vessel’, ’kidney tumor’ etc as shown in Figure 14. Such
embeddings were then concatenated with the pooled image
features generated by the vision encoder, to generate the dy-
namic segmentation head, which is used after the decoder.
As shown in Figure 16, the correlations between organs and
tumors are better established with the fixed-length CLIP la-
bel embedding, i.e. the relationship between liver and liver
tumor, liver tumor, and kidney tumor. This method not only
provided superior performance in organ segmentation but
also in more challenging tumor segmentation tasks, surpass-
ing other image-only SOTA segmentation models as shown



Figure 14. CLIP-driven segmentation model for universal segmentation [98].
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Figure 15. Liver tumor segmentation results. Qualitative visualizations of CLIP-Driven Uniserval Model [98] and five vision-only SOTA
segmentation methods (green for tumor and red for organ). By reviewing the segmentation of tumors (Row 1-4), the CLIP-Driven segmen-
tation model succeeds in detecting small tumors, even with multiple tiny tumors as shown in Row 4, which are ignored by most image-only
methods. Moreover, the CLIP-Driven Universal Model provides much fewer false positive predictions, which is of great value in clinical
tumor segmentation tasks.

in Figure 15.

Following the idea proposed in [98], Zhang et al. [201]
extend this framework into continual learning by leverag-
ing additional MLPs to tackle new tasks. As previous stud-
ies [99, 123, 124] have focused on developing novel loss

functions as additional constraints to maintain performance
on learned classes, or memory modules to preserve patterns
from the original data, Zhang et al. [201] used the paired
MLP and the text embedding generated from CLIP lever-
age linguistic assistance for task isolation, enabling the dy-



namic segmentation head to filter and retain task-specific
information with superior performance.

Figure 16. t-SNE visualization of the decoder embedding space
between (a) one-shot task encoding and (b) CLIP label encoding.

4.2.4 Others

In weakly-supervised segmentation, class activation maps
(CAM) [207] are commonly used for attention localization
and pseudo-label generation, but they only focus on the
most distinctive object parts often leads to low-quality la-
bels due to boundary neglect. Despite recent attempts [45,
74, 83, 195] to broaden CAM’s coverage, this fundamen-
tal problem persists. Notably, Zhang et al. [196] proposed
to integrate language prior knowledge into weakly super-
vised learning to provide reliable assistance in finding target
structures. Specifically, they introduced a text-prompting-
based weakly supervised segmentation method (TPRO) by
employing a pre-trained MedCLIP [108] text encoder to an-
alyze semantic labels and extract text features as class-level
embedding. An additional BioBERT [73] was also adopted
to extract detailed information about the label’s correspond-
ing text descriptions. These two additional text supervisions
are then fused with the image features, effectively improv-
ing the quality of pseudo labels and thus providing solid
superior performance compared to other CAM-based meth-
ods.

Considering keypoints localization, various meth-
ods [120, 129, 176] have been developed for challenges in
the medical imaging domain, such as blurred vision and
indistinct organ morphology. While these methods have
demonstrated solid performance in common cases, they still
struggle to handle cases with complex localization environ-
ments. TCEIP [181] addressed this limitation by integrating
the instructional text embedding of the target region into a
regression network to guide the prediction of implant po-
sition. By leveraging CLIP, TCEIP was able to interpret
and process instructions such as ’left’, ’middle’, and ’right’
alongside visual data, ensuring a more precise and context-
aware keypoints detection. Its performance surpassed the
capabilities of previous image-only detection methods, es-
pecially in challenging cases with multiple missing teeth or
sparse teeth.

4.3. Cross-modal

In addition to the previously mentioned pure vision
tasks, CLIP has also propelled the development of cross-
modal tasks, where cross-modal refers to the interaction be-
tween image and text modalities. Representative studies are
shown in Table 5.
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Figure 17. Illustration of CLIP-driven methods for open-ended
MedVQA [198].

4.3.1 Report generation

Given the time-intensive process of manually transcribing
reports in clinical settings, there has been an increasing in-
clination toward automating the generation of medical re-
ports [94, 184]. Since the effective generation of medical
reports necessitates the recognition of crucial findings, at-
tributes, and inter-finding semantic relations, CLIP is in-
herently suitable for this task due to its inherent semantic
awareness.

Wang et al. [172] adopted CLIP’s vision encoder to ex-
tract semantic-aware image representations from the Chest
X-ray, so that the proposed Medical Concepts Generation
Network could introduce rich semantic concepts and encode
them as semantic information to benefit the performance of
report generation. Keicher et al. [63] fully leveraged the
strengths of CLIP by reformulating the report generation
task as a multi-label classification task, with labels indi-
cating the presence or absence of specific findings. They
compiled all possible combinations of Findings and Loca-
tions in the training set to form a prompt set, and utilized
CLIP’s zero-shot capability to calculate the likelihood of
each prompt appearing in the image.

4.3.2 Medical Visual Question Answering

Medical Visual Question Answering (MedVQA) is a task
that demands an in-depth understanding of both text-based
questions and associated medical visual content. It has
drawn attention from the community as it would lead to
more efficient and accurate diagnoses and treatment deci-
sions. Since CLIP has long been favored by its ability to



Table 5. Overview of representative cross-modality applications.
Methods Tasks Organ Imaging modality Pre-trained CLIP

FlexR [63] Report generation Chest X-ray Fine-tuned CLIP [136]

MCGN [172] Report generation Chest X-ray CLIP [136]

X-TRA [160] Image-text Retrieval Chest X-ray
Fine-tuned CLIP [136]
Fine-tuned PubMedCLIP [37]

MONET [68] Image-text Retrieval Skin Dermatology CLIP [136]

VQA-adapter [95] MedVQA Multiple Multiple CLIP [136]

Eslami et al. [37] MedVQA Multiple Multiple PubMedCLIP [136]

Sonsbeek et al. [159] MedVQA Multiple Multiple CLIP [136]

align visual and text content, recent efforts have been made
to apply CLIP in MedVQA.

Preliminary efforts have incorporated CLIP into closed-
ended MedVQA tasks. These studies [38, 95] usually in-
tegrated CLIP’s image encoder into the original MedVQA
framework, aiming to enhance image representation with
semantic understanding. However, they tended to over-
look the comprehensive utilization of image-text alignment.
Moreover, closed-ended MedVQA typically offers all po-
tential answer options for each question, which essentially
transforms the task into a classification problem. Conse-
quently, the practical utility of these methods appears con-
strained due to these limitations.

Conversely, open-ended MedVQA does not pre-define
options for each question, expanding its applicability to var-
ious scenarios and necessitating a heightened capacity for
image-text comprehension. Hence, Zhang et al. [198] fully
leveraged CLIP’s image encoder and text encoder for ques-
tion and image understanding, with a following language
decoder for answer generation. We illustrate the CLIP-
driven open-ended MedVQA in Figure 17. To align the raw
image embedding with the current MedVQA dataset and
mitigate domain shift from CLIP’s pre-training dataset, a
mapping layer is commonly employed. The question em-
bedding and the transformed image embedding are then
concatenated and directly input into a language decoder,
which may take the form of a multi-layer transformer or
a language model, facilitating the generation of answers.

4.3.3 Image-text retrieval
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Figure 18. Architecture overview of X-TRA (from [160]).

Retrieval augmentation [70], which involves supple-
menting data by retrieving relevant information, allows uti-
lization of up-to-time information from a trusted knowl-
edge source, essentially providing a non-parametric mem-
ory expansion [138]. This approach has gained attention for
its versatility, especially in the area of retrieval-augmented
large language model [6, 205]. However, existing retrieval
methods often focus on global image features [53], which
can lead to sub-optimal results in medical imaging. Un-
like global features that may resemble across patients, sub-
tle image details have effects on disease diagnosis and are
of significance.

To address the domain shift between medical and natu-
ral images, Van et al. [160] proposed a CLIP-based multi-
modal retrieval framework. This method comprises two
main parts, illustrated in Figure 18. The first part involves
fine-tuning the original CLIP model to construct the re-
trieval model. Given the visual similarity of medical images
and the significance of small, localized markers as disease
indicators, they proposed a content classifier to implement
supervised content-based alignment. The second part uti-
lizes the output of the retriever in cross-modal retrieval aug-
mentation, enhancing downstream tasks with multi-head at-
tention (MHA). When evaluating the performance of their
retrieval method in comparison to previous approaches for
disease classification and report retrieval, it demonstrated
a substantial performance improvement, outperforming all
existing retrieval methods by a significant margin. The ob-
served performance difference underscores the potential of
CLIP in constructing a robust retrieval method.

4.4. Summary

In this section, we demonstrate some representative
CLIP-driven applications to show the performance im-
provements under CLIP assistance. While these studies
focus on various tasks, they generally indicate that the
strength of a pre-trained CLIP lies in its ability to inter-
pret and convey human knowledge. As best illustrated
in [131, 181, 196], they fed descriptive text prompts to the
CLIP, and the experimental results showcase CLIP’s adept-
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Figure 19. Comparison between non-domain-specific and domain-specific pre-training. CLIP (OpenAI) tends to present high inter-disease
similarity, which is significantly alleviated in BiomedCLIP and BioViL, revealing the irrationality of adopting CLIP (OpenAI) in medical
applications.

ness in comprehending the semantics embedded within
prompts and effectively conveying semantics to other com-
ponents within the framework. This implies that CLIP-
driven applications can be adaptable to different groups of
patients by simply modifying the specific content of the in-
put prompt, which is beneficial for the diagnosis or prog-
nosis of diseases having regional or age-related differences.
For instance, diseases like sepsis often exhibit distinct pro-
gression patterns among different racial groups [66, 154],
while the survival rate of Community-Acquired Pneumonia
correlates with the patient’s age [140,147]. By adjusting the
content within the descriptive prompt, the developed CLIP-
driven application can seamlessly transition between vari-
ous groups without necessitating re-training or fine-tuning.

5. Discussions and future directions

The aforementioned sections have delved into research
studies that either leverage a refined CLIP pre-training
paradigm or showcase CLIP-driven clinical applications
within the medical imaging community. Despite significant
strides, there still exist several challenges and open issues.
In this section, we summarize key challenges and offer dis-
cussions on potential future directions.

Inconsistency between pre-training and application.
Some readers might notice that the two sections, refined
CLIP pre-training and CLIP-driven application, are cur-
rently uncoordinated. Ideally, refined CLIP pre-training is
responsible for offering a more specialized domain-specific
CLIP, which, in turn, ought to be utilized in CLIP-driven
Applications for their increased expertise. Unfortunately,
the CLIP-driven applications covered in this survey still pri-
marily rely on OpenAI’s pre-trained CLIP (trained on natu-
ral image-text datasets). This would significantly limit the
performance of CLIP-driven applications in clinical prac-
tice. In Fig. 19, we select the top 20 to 30 most frequently
occurring diseases for each organ, computing inter-organ
similarity distributions of disease text embeddings. Despite
the inherent semantic differences among the selected dis-
eases, the resulting similarity distribution reveals a chal-
lenge for CLIP in effectively discriminating them. Notably,

this predicament is markedly mitigated in BiomedCLIP, un-
derscoring the importance of domain-specific CLIP pre-
training. Simultaneously, BioViL, a model tailored for
Chest X-ray analysis, demonstrates the best performance.
This observation underscores the efficacy of specialized
pre-trained CLIP model, emphasizing their ability to out-
perform generalized counterparts, especially in contexts
where fine-grained discrimination among diseases is cru-
cial. Hence, we argue that future work focusing on CLIP-
driven applications should adopt a pre-trained CLIP specific
to their target organ. Even for research studies focusing on
context optimization (see in section 4.1.2), which aim to ef-
ficiently fine-tune a non-domain-specific CLIP to specific
medical imaging scenarios, we still recommend the use of
BiomedCLIP [194] rather than OpenAI’s CLIP.

Incomprehensive evaluation of refined pre-training.
As previously illustrated in section 3.5, studies centered
on refined CLIP pre-training commonly assess pre-training
quality through various evaluation tasks. These evalua-
tion tasks include those primarily aimed at evaluating vi-
sion encoders, such as CLS/ZSC/SEG/DET, and tasks that
simultaneously assess image and text encoders, such as
ITR/VQA/PG. However, the issue lies in the fact that ex-
isting studies tend to favor vision-biased evaluation tasks,
somewhat overlooking the evaluation of text encoders,
which is evidently demonstrated in Table 2. While a high-
quality pre-trained vision model can be more readily ap-
plied to domain-specific tasks (e.g., thoracic disease diag-
nosis), it should not serve as a reason to overlook the text
encoder. The essence of CLIP lies in the alignment be-
tween images and text. It is only when both the vision
encoder and the text encoder demonstrate high quality that
can they effectively function as foundational components in
domain-specific CLIP-driven applications. BioViL [16] and
BioViL-T [10] deserve recognition as they implemented rel-
atively comprehensive evaluations for their pre-trained vi-
sion and text encoder, and BioViL has been adopted in
some CLIP-driven applications (see Table 3). For future
work, we encourage researchers to conduct more compre-
hensive evaluations. These evaluations could encompass



their performance across tasks such as report generation
(IU-Xray [128]), phrase grounding (MS-CXR [16]), and
VQA (EHRXQA [7]).

Limited scope of refined CLIP pre-training. Presently,
domain-specific CLIP models are tailored specifically for
Chest X-rays within medical imaging, leaving other preva-
lent image types like Mammography, Knee MRI, and His-
tology without adequate research. This limitation is primar-
ily attributed to the scarcity of publicly available datasets.
Previously, MIMIC-CXR stood as the predominant large-
scale dataset for image-text alignment in medical imaging.
However, with the recent release of FFA-IR (in 2021) and
two additional Histology datasets (in 2023), there is a press-
ing need for further advancements in CLIP pre-training that
prioritize these two domains rather than solely focusing
on chest X-rays. These two domains also have their spe-
cific challenges, which make them different from Chest X-
ray. The FFA-IR dataset is featured by multi-view diagno-
sis. A fundus fluorescein angiography (FFA) examination
may include several tens or even more images to compre-
hensively observe and assess the status and activity of the
eye’s vascular system, which is much larger than the sit-
uation of Chest X-ray (only 1 or 2 views). At the same
time, Histology images are characterized by giga-pixel res-
olution and are usually processed at the patch level, which
encourages the investigation of patch-level alignment and
slide-level alignment. We expect that future work could de-
velop more sophisticated CLIP-style pre-training methods
to address these issues on domains beyond Chest X-ray.

Figure 20. Brain morphology and intensity contrast vary as a func-
tion of age. Each figure represents T1-weighted MR image with
one-time point.

Exploring the potential of metadata. While metadata
has the potential to offer valuable information, it has largely
remained unexplored. This data typically encompasses var-

ious patient attributes, some of which may exhibit a strong
correlation with visual morphology. For instance, a com-
monly present attribute like the patient’s age can offer in-
sights into brain tissue segmentation. In Fig. 20, the diverse
morphology and tissue contrast across the human lifespan
underscore the potential significance of age information in
tasks related to the brain. Therefore, integrating metadata as
part of prompts can enhance the comprehension and inter-
pretation of data for deep learning-based models. In com-
parison to previous methods that directly encode metadata
through multi-layer perceptron [22, 204], CLIP stands out
by providing more semantically rich text embeddings, indi-
cating a promising avenue for future exploration.

Incorporation of high-order correlation. Existing
CLIP-style pre-training methods in the medical imaging
domain still predominantly adhere to orthogonal align-
ment between images and texts, lacking explicit consider-
ation for inter-sample correlation. This conventional prac-
tice involves orthogonal alignment of each image with its
corresponding ground-truth report. As elucidated in sec-
tion 3.3, this approach may result in performance degra-
dation due to substantial semantic overlap among medical
samples. While attempts have been made to mitigate this
issue through inter-report semantic similarity in some stud-
ies introduced before, their success has primarily hinged on
handcrafted rules or the utilization of a pre-trained text en-
coder. Additionally, they have overlooked the inter-image
semantic similarity. Consequently, the integration of high-
order correlation emerges as a promising solution. To elabo-
rate, the first-order correlation between image and text sam-
ples, representing the image-text similarity optimized dur-
ing CLIP pre-training, is denoted as C ∈ RN×N , where
N signifies the number of samples. The second-order cor-
relation, denoting the correlation between correlations, is
computed as C ·CT. Extending this logic, higher-order cor-
relation can be similarly computed. The effectiveness of
high-order correlation has been well-established in tasks in-
volving multiple information sources or those requiring in-
terpretations of complex relationships, including brain net-
work analysis [26, 102, 119, 122, 202], multi-label classifi-
cation [115,145,189], and multi-view clustering [84]. Like-
wise, medical image-text pre-training involves two kinds of
information (i.e., image and text), and their semantic corre-
lations need to be further explored. Hence, we expect that
future studies will devote increased attention to compre-
hending the intricate semantic correlations between medical
image-text samples, addressing the challenge of orthogo-
nal image-text alignment via the methodology of high-order
correlation.

Although some studies have attempted to address the is-
sue via inter-report semantic similarity, their success largely
relied on handcrafted rules or a pre-trained text encoder.
Meanwhile, they also neglect inter-image semantic simi-



larity. As a result, the incorporation of high-order correla-
tion seems to be a viable solution. Indicate the first-order
correlation between image and text samples, namely the
image-text similarity optimized during CLIP pre-training,
as C ∈ RN×N , where N denotes the number of samples,
the second-order correlation, namely correlation between
correlation, is computed as C ·CT. Higher-order correlation
can also be computed in this way. High-order correlation
has been widely adopted in tasks involving multiple infor-
mation sources or need to clarify complex correlations, such
as brain network analysis [26, 102, 119, 122, 202], multi-
label classification [115, 145, 189], and multi-view cluster-
ing [84]. We expect future studies to pay more attention to
the complex semantic similarity in the medical imaging do-
main and address the issue of orthogonal image-text align-
ment appropriately.

Beyond image-text alignment. The philosophy of
CLIP revolves around achieving alignment between differ-
ent modalities, specifically images and text. Alignment, in
this context, refers to the model’s ability to understand and
establish meaningful connections between visual and tex-
tual content. By comprehending the intrinsic connections
between visual and textual information, CLIP can perform
exceptionally well in various cross-modal applications, re-
flecting a broader trend. Extending the alignment philos-
ophy of CLIP to other multimodal medical imaging anal-
ysis can be a promising direction. Medical imaging often
involves various modalities like X-rays, MRIs, CT scans,
each providing unique insights into different aspects of a pa-
tient’s condition. Analogous to CLIP’s methodology, align-
ing these diverse imaging modalities within a unified em-
bedding space could potentially revolutionize medical data
analysis. This alignment approach holds the potential to en-
hance the holistic comprehension and comprehensive eval-
uation of complex medical information, presenting a pro-
gressive direction for medical research and diagnostics.

6. conclusion
In conclusion, we present the first comprehensive review

of the CLIP in medical imaging. Starting by introducing
the foundational concepts that underpin CLIP’s success, we
then delve into an extensive literature review from two an-
gles: refined CLIP pre-training methods and diverse CLIP-
driven applications. Within the realm of refined CLIP pre-
training, our survey offers a structured taxonomy based on
the unique challenges that CLIP pre-training encountered in
the medical imaging domain, aiming to chart a clear path-
way for researchers to advance this field progressively. In
exploring CLIP-driven applications, we compare these ap-
proaches against solely vision-driven methods, emphasiz-
ing the added value that pre-trained CLIP models bring to
the table. Notably, through thoughtful design, they could
serve as valuable supplementary supervision signals, sig-

nificantly enhancing the performance across various tasks.
Beyond simply reviewing existing studies in these two sec-
tions, we also discuss common issues, laying the ground-
work for future directions. By illuminating the potential
and challenges of employing CLIP in medical imaging, we
aim to propel the field forward, encouraging innovation and
paving the way for human-aligned medical AI.
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